




"With that ferocious desire, dare this anthem to light"

Hervé KOUBI 



« Standing on giant's shoulders and see further, further in the invisible space,
transcending time. 

To have the ability to distinguish through the perpetual flow of the ages, the lost
worlds which have given us birth and to which we belong  with every living creature
that surrounds today's sole survivors.

To have the ability to evade the present, travel through time, back towards the past,
skip  from  generation  to  generation,  civilization  to  civilization,  origin  to  origin
towards our primary and earliest origin. 

Letting oneself slip through the genealogical branches of ancestors. Discover that
we're made of memories and footprints of what has disappeared but still live within
us.

Allowing the path ahead of us to unlock. »

Working notes - Hervé Koubi





The Company  Hervé KOUBI

Originally from Algeria, Hervé  Koubi plunged into his career as a dancer and choreographer during his years as a
Pharceutical Biology student at the Aix-Marseille University. Herve has since had the chance to work with big names such as
Jean-Charles Gil, Jean-Christophe Pare, Emilio Calcagno as well as Barbara Sarreau (as part of "les affluents du Ballet Preljocaj)
following his extensive training at the  Centre International de Danse Rosella Hightower  in Cannes as well  as the  Opera de
Marseille.  In 1999 he joined in with the  Centre Choregraphique de Nantes,  directed by Claude Brumachon and Benhamin
Lamarche for the creation of Hotel Central (2000). Koubi then teamed up with Karine Saporta at the Centre Choregraphique
National de Caen for the creation of  Le Garage, essai sur la mystique Rock  (2001) followed by the creation of  Reliefs d'un
banquet (2003) and D'Orient (2008) with Thierry Smiths Compagnie Thor in Brussels.

In 2000, Herve Koubi created his first project; Le Golem. Since 2001, he has collaborated with Guillaume Gabriel on the
majority of his creations. He was also the brainchild behind Menagerie (2002) along with Les Abattoirs, fantaisie... (2004). In
2006 Koubi got together with Laetitia Sheriff, a musician, for the creation of "4'30". Fastforwaring to 2007, Koubi reworked a
moving show, Les Heures Florissantes, along the famous La Croisette in Cannes created back in 1997 for the festival Cadences
d'Arcachon.  During the same year, forging Contemporary and Hip Hop moves for his first time, Koubi created  Moon Dogs.
Moving to 2008, Koubi spearheads the creation of three choreographic pieces based around three writings :  Coppelia, une
fiancee aux yeux d'email../ Les Supremes / Bref sejour chez les vivants. For these pieces, Koubi collaborated with the writer
Chantal Thomas (Les Supremes) and Benesh Mouvement notator Romain Panassie (Brefs sejour chez les vivants). In 2009, he
kickstarted a collaboration with Ivory Coast dancers from La Compagnie Beliga Kope for Un Rendez-vous en Afrique.  

Furthermore, Koubi has collaborated alongside videographers for several dance video projects such as  Chic Chef  in
2009 with Max Vadukul for Yoji Yamamoto, Bodyconcrete in 2010 with Pierre Magnol as well as Bodyconcrete 2 in 2011 with
Michel Giumbard and, last but not least, Ovoid Edges in 2012 with Pierre Magnol.

Since 2010, Koubi has embarked a team of a dozen Algerian and Burkinian, all whom are now  French Residents, on a
path marked by several creations such as El Din (2010-2011), Ce que le jour doit a la nuit (2013), Le reve de Lea (2014), Des
hommes qui dansent (2014), Les nuits barbares (2015) as well as Les premiers matins du monde (2016).

Besides his work as the founder of La Compagnie Herve KOUBI, he has the honor of being regularly invited by many
professional  training  schools  throughout  France  (EPSEDANSE  in  Montpellier,  Centre  National  de  la  Danse  in  Lyon,  Ecole
Superieure de Danse de Cannes...) as well as abroad (National Ballet of Ecuador, Ministere de la Culture et de la Francophonie
in the Ivory Coast, National Ballet of Yucatan in Mexico...).

Since 2014, he has been Associate Choreographer at the Pole National Superieur de Danse (The Superior School of
Dance of Cannes and the Superior School of Dance of Marseille). 

From 2015 onwards, he has also been Associate Choreographer at the Conservatoire de Danse de Brive-la-Gaillarde
and will be Associate Choreohrapher for 2016/2018 at the Theatre du Briaconnais.

Hervé Koubi has also been awarded by l'Ordre de Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres in July of 2015.



The barbarous nights or the first dawns of the world

« This is a story about a path, it's always about a path...

Five years have been lived between France and Algeria, on opposite shores of the Meditarranean, the famous sea that is at the
origin  of  these unrooted people  with  similar  pedigree and fundamental  backgrounds entranched in  those whom we call
Meditarraneans. 

As I was vainly attempting to search for reconciliation with the land of my ancestors in Algeria, new ties have instead emerged.
Ties that have allowed me to reap a deeper understanding of my own background and roots. I've met fellow artists, witnesses
of a lost story. I've met those who I love to call my lost brothers. I've rediscovered the desire to surround myself with others and
I've returned with a thirst to create this new adventure.

The  barbarous  nights  or  the  first  dawns  of  the  world  takes  root  from this  awe-inspiring  and  unavoidable  story  of  our
Mediterannean basin. I've chosen to share this road which testifies my will  to reach out to others, reach out towards the
unknown against the mainstream ideas that amalgamate and often dictates how we see "us and them". We, the civilized and
them, our neighbors, the Barbarians, where the etymology often takes a pejorative connotation with images of a civilization
amiss with any sense of humanity and filled with gratuitous violence often comes to mind.

Naturally, it is important to know where we come from to better understanding where we are heading but it is also important
to know where we're talking from and it seems necessary to me in the current context. I think it is necessary for everyone to
believe in a universal culture which is at once shared, mixed and linked in order to wish for an inevidably common future. 

The barbarous nights or the first dawns of the world will jumpstart a new current at the bottom of the ocean to distance us
from obscurantism to better find the light of our common history.



Who were these Barbarians storming in from the North, the mysterious people of the sea that were often described in
the Bible, chronicles, and ancient monuments often talk about without really describing who they were or where they came
from? Who were these Barbarians of the East, geniuses of the Dark Ages, these Persians, Lonias and Babylonians, the Arabo-
Muslims? From what unknown, forgotten, reworked, assimilated or erased History from which we have inherited? 

The estranged ones have always been feared. A fear that is fueled by the confrontation of ignorance and frustration itself.

I would then chose to showcase this ancestral fear of the unknown and of strangers to better seek and unmask the beauty, rich
knowledge and fine traits behind these so called Barbarians and challenge the well entranched stereotypes from our Western
societies.

What I seek is not a rehabilitation of History towards these peoples but to bring a more sensitive light, filled with humanity and
try to make these Barbarians loved, these Barbarians who are also our ancestors in some ways. 

A form of orientalism definitely nourished my reflextions as well as some thoughts from Ce que le jour doit a la nuit. La Noce
Barbare by Jean Cocteau, the weaving of Eastern and Western music, the brilliant traces left by cultures like the Persians, Goths,
Vandals, Arabo-Muslim have all nourished and helped inspire The barbarous nights or the first dawns of the world.

I've chosen to bring my glare towards what I feel is the most beautiful; the mixture of cultures and religions throughout the
Times to allow and help me draw the foundations of a common geography on which we today stand, all too often without
knowing. 

I also want to seaze History, open my eyes and slide towards freedom while remembering that the word Barbarian is also said
as Amazigh which signifies, the Free Man.



To beauty! The one who, above wars, speaks of unity, the one who gathers all, the one who turns it's back to identity
claims, the one who takes the best of everyone and whom, throughout it's history, honors man as its anthem.
To the Mediterannean that contains so much luminosity that it blinds like a lost secret. The secret of our common lost desire
and destiny.

To our common origins  that  has  been weaved throughout times throughout the Mediterranean whether Spanish,  Italian,
Provencale, Oriental, Occidental, Italian, Maghrebi, Romain, Greek...

To our History which has,  for  over 3000 years,  witnessed countless cultures whose differences have brought us together.
Indeed, it  has brought us together instead of keeping us apart! Whether we're Algerian, Spanish, French..  We're first and
foremost Mediterannean and this feeling of belonging is much more anciant than the concept of nations.

Hervé Koubi – working notes– January 2015



Tour Schedule 
The barbarous nights or the first dawns of the world

2015-2016 Tour 
16 et 17 October 2015 : Festival Karavel de Bron (Extraits)
6 november 2015 : Pianocktail de Bouguenais
13 november 2015 : Le Safran – Scène conventionnée d'Amiens
17 november 2015 : Yzeurespace – Yzeure
19 november 2015 : Théâtre de Cusset
29 november 2015 : Festival International de Danse de Cannes – PREMIERE
12 december 2015 : Le Carré – Sainte-Maxime
12 january 2016 : Sémaphore – Scène conventionnée de Cébazat
13 january 2016 : Sémaphore – Scène conventionnée de Cébazat
19 january 2016 : Animatis – Issoire
13 february 2016 : Theâtre des sources Fontenay aux roses
16 february 2016 : Hivernales d'Avignon – Centre de Développement Chorégraphique
18 february 2016 : Le chai du terral - Saint-Jean-de-Vedas
24 february 2016 : Centre culturel Georges Duhamel de Vitré
27 february 2016 : Palais des congrès de Loudéac
2 march 2016 : Juliobonna - Lillebonne
4 march 2016 : AME – Agglomération Montargoise
7 april 2016 : Espace Treulon de Bruges
8 april 2016 : La Caravelle de Marcheprime
12 april 2016 : centre culturel André Malraux de Sarcelles
16 april 2016 : Le Forum de Fréjus
26 april 2016 : Festival de danse du Boulonnais
29 april 2016 : La comédie de l'Aa – Saint Omer
4 may 2016 : Centre culturel de Rhuyz – Sarzeau
10 may 2016 : Théâtre de Saint Lo

2016/2017 Tour 
Dates to be determined.. 

Extraits vidéo  
The barbarous nights or the first dawns of the world

Excerpts from The barbarous nigts or the  first dawns of the world

Reportage on The barbarous nights or the  first dawns of the world

https://vimeo.com/144385046
https://vimeo.com/144471647


Artistic Team 
The barbarous nights or the first dawns of the world

Choreography : Herve KOUBI with input of dancers
Assistant Choreographer : Guillaume Gabriel, Carl Portal
Choreophraphing Artists: Lazhar Berrouag, Nasreddine Djerrad, Fayçal Hamlat, Nassim Hendi, Amine Maamar Kouadri, Riad 
Mendjel, Youcef Ouali, Issa Sanou, Ismail Seddiki, Reda Tighremt, Mustapha Zahem, Adel Zouba
Music : Wagner - Mozart - Faure - Traditionnal Algerian Music
Musical Director : Maxime Bodson
Arrangements : Guillaume Gabriel
Lighting Director : Lionel Buzonie
Costums and accessories : Guillaume Gabriel assisted by Claudine G-Delattre
Cuttlery : Esteban Cedres

Partenaires
The barbarous nights or the first dawns of the world

La  Compagnie  Herve  KOUBI  is  supported  by  the  Limousin  Region,  the  Departement  de  la  Correze  through  the  triennal
convention. La Compagnie is also supported by the city of Brive, the Minister of Culture - DRAC, the City of Cannes, the Region
of PACA, the Departement des Alpes Maritimes as well as the Institue Francais for some of it's International tours. 

Coproductions : Cannes – Festival de Danse / Centre Chorégraphique National de La Rochelle - Poitou Charente – Cie Accrorap /
Centre Chorégraphique National de Créteil et du Val de Marne - Compagnie Käfig / Ballet de l'Opéra National du Rhin – Centre
Chorégraphique National de Mulhouse / Centre culturel Jacques Duhamel de Vitré / Sémaphore - Scène conventionnée de
Cébazat / La Papeterie d'Uzerche – Centre de Développement Chorégraphique en préfiguration / Centre Culturel Yves Furet – La
Souterraine / Le Forum de Fréjus.

With the assistance of : Channel – Scène Nationale de Calais / Conservatoire de Calais / Domaine Départemental de l'étang des
Aulnes – Département des Bouches du Rhône / Conservatoire de Musique et de Danse de Brive-la-Gaillarde / Ecole Supérieure
de Danse de Cannes -  Rosella Hightower /  CDEC – Studios actuels de la danse de Vallauris  / Ville  de Vallauris  /  MAC de
Sallaumines / Les Hivernales d'Avignon – Centre de Développement Chorégraphique / Théâtre de Fos-sur-Mer / Théâtre la
Colonne de Miramas / Pianocktail de Bouguenais / Safran – Scène conventionnée d’Amiens / La Fabrique Mimont – Cannes.
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Meet & Greet...



Meet and Greet ...
The barbarous nights or the first dawns of the world

Public meet and greet are possible through video conferences, public practices, dance conferences and dance workshops giving
the dancers the ability to share their knowledge and be a true part of La Compagnie Herve KOUBI.

For Herve KOUBI, all his inspiration sources, whatever they are, have to be shared with the audience and public. It is important
to keep this idea in mind during the moments of exchange with the public in order to create, weave, invente and reinvent the
possible  links  between  the  creations  and  the  public  without  instrumentalizing  the  art  and  allowing  the  public  to  fully
participate.

For Herve, this is the occasion to give the Algerian and Burkinian dancers an opportunity to fully valorize their knowledge to the
given public through these workshops specializing in hip hop, capoeira and African dancing.

                

Other meet and greets with a public ranging from spectators to amateurs and young ones to older ones can also be proposed in
order to accompany the performance and ensure that the audience captures not only the dancing but the entire message that
Koubi interpretates. 

These meets and greets bridge the gap between the dancers and the audience of all lands and origins.



Company Hervé KOUBI
Manager

Guillaume GABRIEL
Tél. : +33 (0) 6 51 20 37 10

Write to Guillaume GABRIEL

Access to Company Hervé KOUBI Website
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